
Assembly advice

Panels have a unique code in the bottom left corner of each panel.
Codes run from A1 at the bottom left of the wall, ascending to A2, A3 etc. 
On top of that comes row 2, with the first panel B1, B2, B3 Etc. Row 3 then starts with C1, and so on. 

Position panels

It is important that the panels are mounted the 
correct distance apart from each other.
Make sure that the distance between the edges, 
on the 2 adjacent panels have the same joint width
as tiles that are in the middle on a panel. 
This prevents that the panel contours are visible 
on the total wall design.

If desired, we offer:
the Mozawall application tool.   

Wall pre-treatment
 
The wall must be moisture-free and moisture-resistant. If necessary, a moisture-resistant layer can be applied in advance.
The wall must also be flat and smooth. Pre-treat the wall surface with a good primer.

Gluing the panels
 
Polymer adhesive method:
Apply a polymer glue with a 2 to 3 mm glue spreader. Try to use a white or bright color glue.
(so it will not affect the color of the tiles) 

Grout

Washing the joints with a fine powder grout (premium). Available in various colors.

Advice: Quick and not too dry washing of surplus grout. When washing too dry, due to the abrasive effect,
the top layer of the panels can become slightly matt.
This can be prevented by washing quickly and not too dry and you retain the most gloss of the panel.  
 

Powder glue method:
Apply a powder glue with a 3 to 4 mm glue spreader. Try to use a white powder glue if you grout with white color
Try tot use a grey powder glue if you grout with grey color. 
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